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Taiwan Tech Awards and Rankings
*Ranked 243th in the QS World University Rankings 2016/17
*Ranked 28th in the Times Higher Education Asia University Rankings 2016
*Ranked 14th in the QS World University Rankins 2016-2017 - Top 50 under 50

National Taiwan University of
Science and Technology

Department of Computer Science 
and Information Engineering
http://www.csie.ntust.edu.tw/english_version/

The Department of Computer Science and Information Engi-
neering was established in 1999, with a faculty of 23 full-time 
teachers. 

There are strong research groups focusing in five major areas:

      1. Voice, video, computer graphics technologies and 
     multimedia applications,
2. Intelligent systems, machine learning and robotics,
3. Parallel, real-time and embedded systems,
4. Cloud computing and computer security,
5. Wired and wireless computer networking.

For their outstanding research accomplishment, many faculty 
members have been appointed as editors or associate edi-
tors of important international journals such as IEEE transac-
tions, and have been frequently recognized by many research 
awards. Two faculty members, for example, are the winners of 
Distinguished Research Award of National Science Council.

The course design of the Department focuses on informa-
tion theory, technology development, and interdisciplinary 
training.  To ensure student’s success both in education and 
research, the Department not only puts much emphasis on 
hands-on experiences on hardware and software to fuse the-
ory-studies with practical implementations, but also sets up 
numerous course-related laboratories.  

Courses offered by the Department covers both traditional 
and modern computer science topics, including artificial intelli-
gence, computer programming, operating systems, computer  
architecture, software engineering, algorithms and computa-
tion theory, image and video processing, speech processing, 
multimedia, human-machine interface, computer graphics, 
computer networks and machine learning.

In the nation-wide university evaluation, the Department of 
Computer Science and Information Engineering of NTUST 
is among the first-ranked departments. The Department will 
continue its efforts to contribute to the information industry, 
nationally and internationally.

Graduate Institute of Electro-
Optical Engineering
http://eoe.ntust.edu.tw/home.php?Lang=en

The institute, established in 2006, is to integrate the edu-
cation and research resources for electronics and photonics in 
NTUST. With its existing master and doctoral program, the institute 
is committed to educating high-level engineers and researchers for 
the optoelectronics industry. Its current 8 full-time teachers and well-
equipped laboratories support cutting-edge researches and teaching 
in four major fields: Green energy (energy saving and/or substitute 
energy), image display and lighting, optical networks, and opto-
electronics. In addition to the advanced researches, the institute also 
promotes joint researches and projects among academia and indus-
try domestically and internationally.

In EECS, international students for both undergraduate and graduate 
programs are cordially encouraged and supported.
The government and the university provide scholarships specifi-
cally for international students.

Taiwan Scholarship
Qualified international graduate students will receive NT$30,000 
monthly stipend, although recipients will be responsible for tu-
ition, insurance, accommodation, and other daily expenses. Stu-
dents should contact the Taiwan Embassy in their home country 
directly for further application details.

NTUST Scholarship
Three types of NTUST Scholarship for International Students:

1. Full scholarship: a monthly stipend of NT$15,000 for
 Ph.D. and NT $10,000 for Master students. 

2. Half scholarship: a monthly stipend of NT$8,000 for
 Ph.D. and NT $6,000 for Master students. 

3. Tuition Waive.

Note: Recipient students will also have their tuition waived from 
the university, although they need to pay the insurance, accom-
modation and other expenses themselves.



Department of Electronic and
computer Engineering
http://ece.ntust.edu.tw/home.php?Lang=en

The Department of Electronic and comput-
er Engineering was established along with 
the University in 1974. It aims to educate 
highly-qualified engineers and research-
ers for the rapidly evolving electronic and 
optoelectronic industry. Another mission 
is to provide technologies and innovations 
to the industry in order to bridge the gap 
between cutting-edge research and indus-
trial developments. 

The Department offers two-year and four-
year undergraduate programs as well as 

graduate programs for masters and doctoral degrees. There are 
currently around 1100 students; and half of them are graduate stu-
dents. 

The faculty consists of 43 full-time teachers. The teaching and re-
search are categorized into three major groups covering almost all 
the leading edge electronic and optoelectronic technologies. 

The Computer Engineering Group features parallel and distribut-
ed processing, multimedia systems, embedded system and FPGA 
design, computer architecture, and VLSI design. 

The Electronic Systems Group focuses on broadband networks, 
communication systems, digital signal and image processing, mi-
crowave engineering, and power electronics.  

The Optoelectronics and Semiconductor Group emphasizes on 
semiconductor materials and devices, optoelectronics, fiber-optic 
modules and systems, display technology, lighting, solar cells, and 
bio-photonics.

The goal of research and technology development is to realize 
the advanced technologies for industrial applications. Besides the 
fundamental research, the industry and academia cooperation is 
strongly encouraged. The Department seeks to build up strong 
links with the industry.  This elegantly balances the focus between 
theory and practice. 

In the past few years, the Department has achieved excellence 
in the fields of embedded systems, IC chip design, wireless and 
broadband networks, optical communications, image display, etc. 
Considerable research efforts are also emerging to the areas of na-
no-materials and devices, energy saving, solid-state lighting and 
bio-medical technologies.

Department of Electronic and computer Engineering is recon-
ized as one of the most competitive institutions in Taiwan.

Department of Electrical  
Engineering
http://www.ee.ntust.edu.tw/index_en.htm

Department of Electrical Engineering was es-
tablished in 1978. The mission of the Department 
of Electrical Engineering is to educate future professional 
leaders with solid training and innovative creativity to solve 
problems not only individually as an electrical engineer, but 
collectively through interdisciplinary cooperation. To sup-
port the aforementioned training, the Department has elev-
en teaching labs and twenty three research labs, each being 
constantly upgraded to keep up with the most advanced 
technology. The whole student body now consists of nearly 
102 doctoral students, 432 master students and 456 under-
graduate students .

With multi-million USD research budget from government 
and industry, the Department is renowned for its focus on: 
Energy, Power, Intelligent Control, Bioelectronics, Em-
bedded System Design, Computer System, Networking, 
Communication, Electromagnetic, and VLSI Design. 

Department of Electrical Engineering has been renowned 
as one of the most competitive institutions in Taiwan. 
With its committed course design with emphasis on both 
theoretical instruction and hands-on training, the Depart-
ment has been ranked in. Cheers Magazine as one of the top 
10 most welcomed institutions by the employers in Taiwan 
for the last decade, and top 5, in 2005. Three faculty mem-
bers in the Department have been awarded of Excellent Re-
searchers by the National Science Council of Taiwan. The 
Department ranks as top 10 technical transfer institutions in 
Taiwan.

The College of Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science
http://www.ceecs.ntust.edu.tw/home.php?Lang=en

The College of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
(EECS) was established in August 1998 to educate future leaders 
in the fast revolving professions of electrical engineering, elec-
tronic engineering and computer science. Committed to becom-
ing an internationally-recognized research institute, this College 
has been pursuing education of rigorous curricula and research 
on innovative technologies. With its excellent track record in re-
search achievement, this College has established strong partner-
ships with industry, and is now extending to promote internation-
al cooperation in academic and research. 

There are three departments (Electronic and computer Engi-
neering,  Electrical Engineering, Computer Science and In-
formation Engineering) and one graduate institute (Electro-
Optical Engineering) which all provide both doctoral and master 
degree programs in the EECS College. Currently, there are 113 
full-time teachers, including 65 professors. Among all, there are 
4 IEEE Fellows and 3 IET Fellows. The EECS of NTUST is the 2nd 
largest among the universities in Taiwan. There are nearly 3000 
students, including undergraduate students, master candidates, 
and doctoral candidates.

The undergraduate and graduate programs are all accredited by 
the Institute of Engineering Education Taiwan(IEET) based on 
criteria that are substantially equivalent to those adopted by the 
Washington Accord(WA) signatories. 

As one of the most influential and recognized research organi-
zation in northern Taiwan, the College also has seven research 
centers:  

1.Power and Energy System Research Center
2.Power Electronics and Motor Control Research Center
3.Center for Optoelectronics Science and Technology
4.Internet Technology Center
5.Soc Research Center
6. Graphics, Animation, Multimedia,and  

Entertainment Research Center
7.Energy Diagnostic Center(EDC)


